A dedication to customer satisfaction

Signode Service is dedicated to keeping our customers happy. From surveying the field to implementing new initiatives to address customer needs, we are committed to finding ways to exceed customer expectations.

Signode Modular Strapping Head and Tool Repair Center

A Reputation for Superior Service
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Our factory-trained specialists, using original replacement parts, can repair your strapping tools and heads to the highest standards of efficiency. With years of experience and an average of 12,000 tool and head repairs each year, we can assure you that your equipment will be restored to its optimal operating performance.

Our repair technicians incorporate the latest manufacturing updates and changes. And we never make unnecessary repairs. We replace parts only when they are broken or worn to a point of decreasing efficiency for operation.

**Repair center**

Signode’s Modular Strapping Head and Tool Repair Center provides service and original replacement parts for the following modular strapping head and hand tool brands:
- Acme
- Fromm
- MIP
- Orgapack
- Signode (MHC/MHG and MHX heads)
- Strapex (Endra heads)

In addition to our modular head and tool repair, we also repair and calibrate digital tensiometers as well as provide repair work on M40 and M400 air motor and transmission assemblies and tool balancers.

**Repair tracking**

We use or issue a serial number for each tool or head to track the repair history. By using this simple tracking system, we can help keep your repair costs down by identifying repeat problems. This system also helps us to recognize incidences of improper usage and allows us to anticipate wear part replacement.

**Fast and easy to use**

- Same day service on most overnight shipments
- Quick 2-3 day turnaround
- Repair tracking system
- Skilled repair technicians
- 30-day warranty on all repairs
- Fully tested to ensure proper operation
- Inventory of over 4,000 parts

Questions? Call 888-801-3401 or email signodetool@signodeservice.com